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So you are thinking of opening an options trading account? If so, you have made the right
choice in choosing TradeRush. It is a stable company that pays out, it has excellent support and
you can receive a bonus on your first deposit. Thankfully you have come to TradeRushU.com
and will be given all the tools for free to get started with your first trade. If you are a USA
resident do not sign up for TradeRush please use RedwoodBinaryOptions.com and follow all
the same principals taught here.
With stocks and Forex trading you have to wait months or years to see if your investments go
up or down. With binary options trading you can find out in 60 seconds, if you are right or not.
Knowledge is power. Learn the fundamentals of binary options trading and become a more
successful trader with the TradeRushU.com
Before jumping in head first a blowing your bankroll on binary trading options, follow these
simple steps and you should be in decent order going forward and have a lot of fun doing it.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

What to Know Before Trading
Opening a Demo Account
Education – Learning Materials
Trade Techniques 101
Getting Your Bonus
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What to Know Before Trading
Initial Warning: Binary options and forex trading involve
risk. Do not bid any money you can’t afford to lose PLEASE
TAKE THIS SERIOUSLY.
Results are contingent on choosing the correct direction of
an asset's price, from the given strike price, by the selected
expiry period. Once a trade is initiated, traders receive a
confirmation screen showing the asset, strike price, the
chosen direction (CALL or PUT), and the investment
amount. When prompted by this screen, trades will initiate
in 3 seconds unless the Trader presses the cancel button.
Here are the numbers straight from our statistician…
Most trades pay out up to 81% of your bid when you win, but lose about 90% of the bid when
you lose. So let’s say your bets win 50% of the time and lose 50% of the time, you will lose 9%
overall. Not good. If you bet $10.00 and you are right about the direction the currency has
gone, you will win $18.10 however. On your very next bet you are wrong with another $10.00
bet. This means you will be left with $1.00 from your bet. Over all you bet $20.00 and you are
left with $19.10. This is a typical scenario. So you are losing at a 47.75% ratio. This means in
order to break even you’ll need to win 52.25% of the time just to break even. So normally like
with all gambling or trading you are bound to lose over time, if you are running a (coin flip
situation 50/50 odds). So overtime you will be right 50% off the time, which means 9% loss
over time. However, this is not just like a perfect coin flip scenario (50/50), there are trends
with currencies and if you follow trends and bet accordingly you can shift the scales in your
favor (say 54/46) and you will come out a steady winner overtime. If you include a bonus with
a (54/46) scenario, you’ll do okay.
Before you learn the techniques to win over time, you will have to open a demo account, learn
everything you can through TradeRush’s free education material. After all this you will learn
the techniques and open and account with a bonus.
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Opening a Demo Account
Click the following link and open up a demo account. After you use this link and make your
first deposit you will receive a bonus, depending on how much you deposit.
We recommend you deposit the minimum $200.00 (and you get $50.00 bonus).
You want to start with as little as possible before until you get comfortable.
http://binary.traderush.com/aff_c?offer_id=18&aff_id=31066&url_id=210
We do not recommend making a deposit right away. You need to open the account so you can
gain access to some of the education material, you otherwise could not.
http://binary.traderush.com/aff_c?offer_id=18&aff_id=31066&url_id=136
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Education – Learning Materials
VIDEOS

TradeRush provides our traders with all of
the tools needed to profit from binary
options trading. Whether you are a
beginner, experienced or professional
trader, you can benefit from our exclusive
video academy. Learn the fundamentals of
digital options trading and watch our stepby-step instructions on how to execute
trades on the TradeRush platform. These
interactive video courses can improve your
trading skills and lead to higher returns.
Take your trading to the next level with
TradeRush, open an account to view the
full video selection. Contact your account
manager to discuss how these strategies
and advanced tools can help you profit
from binary options trading as early as
today!
VIDEO Academy: http://binary.traderush.com/aff_c?offer_id=18&aff_id=31066&url_id=134

Do not skip this step or you can just because you are making technical errors. Make sure you
learn the platform!
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Trade Techniques 101
Along with the free TradeRush education you must receive (and read) the Weekly market
reports you receive in your email. It is imperative that you do this and follow market trends.
This is how you will know what to trade.
NOTE: Use your Demo account for practice!
Please you this link religiously - http://fx.sauder.ubc.ca/trends.html
This is good too for historical data - http://www.xe.com/currencycharts/
Say you have been listening to the news and the Canadian dollar is slated to go down against
the US over the next 6 months according to two reports from large Canadian banks. If you
trust this information, then we know that bidding on downward trends overtime will have a
higher chance of winning than not. This will help push you closer to 52/48 – Ignore what other
people are bidding, which they call “popularity” and stick with proper trends analysis
overtime, Make sure to read TradeRush’s Daily Market Reports, they come via email.
Start all your bidding low (we recommend the minimum on each bid until you are comfortable
and have bank roll to play with). Make sure you starting reading everything you can about
currency news and if the news explicitly says “The US dollar has been steadily dropping against
the Euro and will continue to do so for the next month one expert says”. Then you can be
confident to bet on losses every time for the USD.
While upward fluctuations will occur overtime, and you will lose some if we know for a fact
the USD will drop against the Euro in the coming day, and every 30 minutes of the trading day
you bid for it to drop, you are likely to win 15 of the 24 bets. Overall using this safe strategy
will easily push you in the 55/45 range and with your extra bonus; you should be making
profits steadily (and slowly until you build a bank roll).
Warning: Don’t start bidding on everything under the sun, because you’ll lose overall, go
with trends.
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Make a deposit and receive your bonus
Now that you are ready to trade and after practicing on your demo account, make a deposit
here binary bonus for traderush.com or through your account.

Recap: Make sure you stay on top of market trends and bid accordingly. Don’t
just bet on your instincts, you can make some money short-term doing that but
it will give you a false sense of security as statistically, you can’t profit using
random betting.
Make sure you read all education material and watch videos and make sure you
follow TradeRush instructions closely.
Happy Earnings!
TRADERUSHU.com

